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Rockefeller's Club Of Rome 

Launches World Genocide 

West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt's horri
fying May 12 call for a return to the monetary policies 
of Nazi Finance Minister Hjalmar Schacht and Adolf 
Hitler was not meant just for Germany but for the 
world. All of the individual and institutional agent
forces at the command of Schmidt's masters, the 
Rockefeller cabal, are at this moment in worldwide 
deployment to impose genocidal Schachtian policies 
that will, if carried to their conclusion, grind up or 
radioactively disintegrate the flesh and bones of even 
the slave-parliamentarians who received Schmidt's 
paean to Schacht and Hitler without protest. 

It is the stated intention of the Rockefeller apparat 
to turn the world into one huge, growing desert - a 
"final solution" looting ground into which the popula
tions of the Fourth and Third worlds, already wracked 
with near-pandemic diseases, and the advanced 
sector working class are to be successively funneled. 
This is in no sense an exaggeration, nor is there a 
moment to be lost in eliminating the Rockefeller
Kissinger plotters and in implementing the sole pro
gram which represents the interests of all sane capita
list and working class forces: debt moratoria and the 
International Development Bank. 

To insure that debt is repaid, the Rockefeller cabal 
has begun construction of a global death machine -
an international bureaucracy and labor recycling 
apparatus which intends, in its first phase of 
operations � _murder nearly one billion people in slave 
labor camps. Under the scheme, "transfer of 
resources" - the long-planned but long-stalled World 
Bank-John D. Rockefeller III plan to de-industrialize 
the advanced sector and turn the Third World into a 
plantation - is to be immediately implemented on a 
global scale. The genocidal Club of Rome's "1984" 
computer program - Assessment of Policies Tools 
(APT) - is to analyze the forms of psychological 
manipulation and technical inputs necessary to loot 
various regions of the world under the transparent 
cover of achieving a new world "self-equilibrium" to 
accomodate many diverse cultural values. Latin 
America, where the Rockefeller family's control is the 
tightest and where the infrastructure for genocide has 
been developed for years, is to immediately become 
an Auschwitz from top to bottom. The Latin American 
death camps are to hold the fort for debt until resis
tance - particularly among pro-growth industrialists 

and the working class - in North America and 
Western Europe is broken and those areas con� 
solidated. The schedule of planning meetings of this 
genocidal conspiracy confirms that the advanced 
sector is planned to be consOlidated within three 
months. 

The conspirators include the Rockefeller family's 
best known agencies: the World Bank and Inter
national Monetary Fund and their regional banking 
satrapies (On May 18, in a speech before the Interna
tional Council, former Undersecretary of State 
George Ball called for a vigorous campaign to keep 
populations out of cities and to disperse industry 
throughout the countryside); the International Labor 
Organization (ILO); Several United Nations agen
cies; the U.S. Agency for International Development 
(AID) and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA); 
think tanks such as the Ford and RockefElller Founda
tions, the Rand Corporation and Brookings Institu
tion; and nests o.f agents in �e U.S. Congress and 
Kissinger's State Department. The overall "brains" 
behind the operation is the Fiat-funded Club of Rome, 
for years the most psychotic section of ioh� D. Rocke:· 
feller Ill's "Zero Growth" Movement. After a Labor 
Committees propaganda campaign made the Club's 
Zero Growth policies synonymous with genocide, the 
group shed its earlier "Limits to Growth" posture. Its 
new "growth" line, developed by fascist "systems" 
theorist, now U.N. consultant Errin Laszlo, is for 
gullible Third World governments only; the Club's old 
policy of the forced reduction of the world's population 
by one-third remains the same! 

In short, what the Club of Rome and fellow conspira
tors are proposing and already have operational in 
part is a global inventory-taking and looting process 
comparable to Adolf Eichmann administering the 
stripping of the entire earth's crust while Joseph 
Goebbels "explains" that this is necessary to help the 
needy and to prevent the social collapse otherwise 
caused by scarce resources. 

The Latin American Example 
The Club's "project" is already underway in Latin 

America, which is to serve as' a paradigm for their 
intended global butchery. In Brazil, the AID has 
funded Brazilian Army-organized "super labor 
fronts" of 100,000 to 150,000 people from the drought-
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striken. plague and flu-ridden northeast to strip jungle 
for planting. In Argentine. part of what was once Latin 
America's most highly skilled working class. along 
with peasants. are being deployed to plant every 
unutilized patch of soil with wheat for export. while 
the country's beef herds. too costly to maintain. are 
being slaughtered to free pasture land for govern
ment-subsidized wheat planting programs. Other 
work gangs under military control are constructing a 
Trans-Andean rail link to Chile just north of :Bariloche " 

- site of a virulent diptheria outbreak and the Club of 
Rome's Bariloche Project for modeling the labor

Jntensive "CJ1.inese Way." 
The jungles of Honduras are filled with thousands of 

slave-laborers repaying a $400 million loan �o a 
. consortium led by the World Bank-controlled Inter
American Development Bank (lADB). On May 19, an 
IADB official characterized the Honduras Project and 
a recently launched counterpart in Guatemala as "the 
same as Kissinger's International Resources Bank." 
Kissinger's International Resources Bank." 

The systematization of this genocide was approved 
last week at a meeting of Andean Pact labor ministers 
which called for gutting industrial development plans 
in favor of labor-intensive agricultural projects and 
the pooling of forced migrant lahor in the region. On 
May 17, InterAmerican Development Bank head Ortiz 
Mena, announced that the IADB will shift its emphasis 
from financing of industrial prodUction to the 
agricultural sector. The same proposals will be taken 
up May 21-22 at'a meeting of the UN's Economic Com
mission for Latin America (ECLA) to be attended by 
three Second International co·thinkers of Schmidt: 
West German Social Democrat Willy Brandt, Swedish 
Premier Olof Palme and Portuguese agent Mario 
Soares. No wonder the Andean Pact and ECLA have 
drawn praise from Club of Rome spokesmen as 
"exemplary" institutions. 

'Ibe Malter Plan 

The Latin American agony is paradise compared to 
what the Rockefeller-Kissinger-Club of Rome axis 
plans for the world. The sugar-coated version was 
presented in mid-April at the Club of Rome conference 
in Philadelphia, attended by Nelson Rockefeller, co-

. sponsored by First Pennsylvania Bank and the 
Franklin Institute, and bankrolled with an emergency 
grant of $35,000 from the National Science Foundation. 
There the Club unveiled the "Assessment of Policy 
Tools" (APT) computer program for slave labor and 
genocide, concluding "there should be no misunder
standing: some short-term losses would most cer
tainly have to be accepted for the sake of long-term 
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gains; some sacrifices will be required from every
body for the sake of future generations and orderly 
world development, and the political decision-makers 
as well as the public will have to be persuaded ... " 

This is also the program being mapped by Ervin 
Laszlo. (colalborator of the Club of Rome and brain
washer Rev. Gun Myuong Moon's International 
Cultural Foundation) and Philip de Seynes _ (former 
head of the U.N. Economic and Social Council and 
collaborator with fascist Initiatives Committee for 
National Economic Planning member Wassily 
Leontieff) of the U.N. Institute for Research and 
Training (UNITAR). The UNITAR "Project on the 
Future" has several conceptual components or 
"axis." First, under Laszlo's direction,13 geographical 
regions have been asked to state their goals for the 
future as a sub-routine of APT to get them "to take 
(Club of Rome) scenarios seriously." One of the 
modelling groups is already "running" its program 
for Latin America at Simon Bolivar University in 
Caracas, and another is operational in Iran. In
credibly. the Soviet Union is participating through the 
editor of Pravda. Afanas'ev. 

The Laszlo "goals and values" operation comple
ments the project on "Reform of the International 
Order" (RIO) which was a major Club of Rome focus 
at its Philadelphia meeting, which brought together 
such "reformers" as Robert Triffin of Yale University 
and James Grant, head of the Overseas Development 
Corporation and former top AID official. Triffin is the 
inventor of "Special Drawing Rights,". designed to 
destroy national central banks and put all liquidity at 
the disposal of the International Monetary Fund. 
Grant would then have such liquidity channeled 
through a special fund of either the World Bank or the 
U.N. Development program in order to meet the 
"basic needs" of the "poorest billion" people -
through investments limited strictly to rural areas 
and shifted from "physical to human capital." Ac
cording to an assistant to Grant, World Bank president 
Robert McNamara's September, 1975 "world de
industrialization" speech was the major inspiration to 
Grant's "thinking." 

The final UNITAR axis is mapping the new loot 
required when the agricultural projects have been 
depleted. UNIT AR is co-sponsoring with the Inter
national Institutes for Applied System Analysis 
(which was set up jointly by the U.S. and the Soviet 
Union!) a closed conference in July in Vienna to grid 
the world's shale and tar sands oil for massive 
pro.iects in "classified" areas. This will lead to a 
major conference on developing the world's deserts 
"whose riches are still unkown." In any area where it 
is found that recovery costs are too high - compared 



to other bone-grinding projects - the population will 
be "resettled." 

Once the full implications of this program are un
derstood, leading Soviet circles would do well to 
examine more closely the political motivations of 
soviet collaborators of the Club of Rome. 

The ILO-World Bank CoDDection l 

Tbe Ms.in; institutional foci of this Schachtian night
mare are the International Labor Organization (lLO) 

.' aJi"d. tbj World Bank, backed 'up by the IMF and the 
� AID; and a host of ancillary think-tanks and planning 

• 'agencies. The World Bank, chief financier and archi
tect of the regionally coordinated (over the heads of 
national governments) agricultural schemes, is 
recieving an $8.3 billion cash injection from member 
governments, enabling it to sharply increase its lend
ing volume to $5 billion a year. The Bank's sub
sidiary, the IADB, did a record $1.5 billion in financing 
this year and has announced that it will sell " part�
cipation" in its development loans to private in
vestors. 

The crucial aspect of this investment program, its' 
labor policy is being fronted for by the ILO, a U.N. 
affiliated corporatist organization characterized by 
equal representation by governments, industries, and 
Atlanticist controlled unions. The jump-off point will 
be the ILO's "Tripartite World Economic Con
ference" at its Geneva headquarters on June 4 to 17. 
The ILO report prepared for the conference, "Em
ployment, Growth, and Basic Needs: A One World 
Problem," lays out the essentials of the program to be 
implemented. 

The Third World will be permanently reduced to 
cottage industry and slave labor plantations with all 
production exported to pay debt service. While one 
billion jobs are created - via advanced sector in
dustry relocation -in Third World death-camps, the 
resulting unemployment in the advanced sector will 
be dealt with by "Swedish-style" retraining and 
recycling of the work force into newly created slave 
labor jobs. All will be run by tri-partite boards -as in 
Mussolini's Corporations - composed of WaH Street 
multinationals, NATO governments and controlled 
union leaderships. 

When moved into the implementation stage at the 
conference, investment and labor deployment will be 
coordinated by the following institutions: 

* A Consultative Group and an International Appro
priate Technology Unit to supervise Third World 

programs; 

* , An International Reconversion Fund to supervise 
the turnover of advanced sector workers comparable 
to initial proposals by the International Metal Workers 

Federation to cut European auto production and 

recycle auto workers into unskilled jobs, and 
* Manpower Clearing' House to monitor all job 

openings internationally and to re-deploy workers 
from country to country. 

The interlocking roles of the ILO, World Bank, and 
IMF in providing suitable investment outlets and as 
an operations base for Wall Street bankers and munti
national corporations was sketched this week by S. 
Dekolias of the IMF Secretariat to a New York based 
economist: the IMF, World Bank, and ILO work 
"closely, on a country by country and on a regional 
basis." The IMF sets the ceiling on what a country 
may spend on the basis of its debt service. The World 
Bank and associated regional banks then establish . 

pilot projects and general investment flows into large-
-

scale agricultural projects. The ILO team rounds out 
the programs by setting up the labor policy. 

�ockefeUer's Death Machine Mobilized 

Amidst the flurry of recent Rockefeller deployments 
in this genocidaI' conspiracy, several are most 
politically significant. As an index of clinical insanity, 
none is, surpassed by the CIA report on Climate Modi
fication and Intelligence, released May 5 by the office 
of Congressman Fred Richmond (D-NY). The 
report argues - on the baSIS of the wholly discredited 
theories of University of Wisconsin climatologist Reid 
Bryson -:- that a new ice age is coming. Bryson 
theorized that the near-term effects will wipe out 
substantial agricultur.al production from Canada to 
the Soviet Union; hungry hordes will then spill over 
national borders (as in the tragic CIA-directed 
Ethiopian situation) and trigger world war, unless a 
new mode of labor-intensive agriculture is adopted 
and world population growth is halted, An aid to 
Congressman Richmond pointed to "Chinese-style" 
agriculture and food hoarding a's the only solution. 
Congressmen Brown (D-Ca1.) , Wynn (R-Kan. ) ,  and 

, Hay-es (D-Ind.) began hearings on May 13 on their 
bill, HR 10013, to set up a national climate program to 
pr�parefor the CIA scenario. 

This parallels the cumulative plans of the 
Congressional Budget Office (via its Rand corporation 
controllers), the Joint Economic Committee of 
Congress, Senator Proxmire of the Senate Banking 
Committee and congressman Harrington of 
Massachusetts, and the New York Emergency 
Financial Control Board to de-industrialize the United 
States. dismantle its cities, and feed the urban 
working class into the U.S. version of labor-intensive 
agriculture and production. 

Agents in Congress, such as Congressmen Frazier 
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(D-Minn.) and Zabloc.ki (D-Wis.) have added riders 
to the foreign aid bill- vetoed by President Ford - to 
(in Frazier's version) prohibit aid to countries that do 
not respect "human rights," or (in Zablocki's version) 
prohit aid to countries that do not use the aid for "lean 
and mean" projects. These were exactly the condi
tions placed on investment in Latin America by Secre
tary of the Treasury Simon during his early May tour 
of the Southern Cone. After making a big play about 
political prisoners in Chile, Simon hit thcBrazilian 
junta with the real objective of the Bruilian 
holocaust: "the great irlflowsofeapital that we have 
been sending (to Brazil) ·are mQre urgently needed in 
poorer countries..... Further investments will flow 

only where there is no "hostile environment 
dominated by taxation, national and excessive car
telization," that is, no centralized, state-controlled 
development sector. 

To close off the last avenue of escape, Henry 
Kissinger· intervened in the framing of the Govern
ment .. Accounting Office report on disaster relief 
released last week. making sure that it came down on 
the side of U.S. rather than U.N. control of releif 
funds. The carnage of Guatemala and Italy, where the 
U.S. administered disaster relief, attest to what he has 
in mind. . 

There will be no relief from total genocide unless he 
and mad Rockefeller are removed from power now! 

How the Genocide Orders Are· Carried Out 

U.S. Agency 
for Intemitional 
Development 

International 
Monetary Fund 

World Sank 
. · . inti,-AmiriCin .. 

Development Bank 

CLUB OF ROME 
INDIVI.DUAL AGENTS 
IN GOVERNMENTS 

Sen. Clayl)orne Pell·U.S. 
Perez Guerrero, 

Finance Minister·Venezuela 
etc ... 

THINK TANKS 

Overseas Development Council 

Brookings Institution . 

World Population Council 

r---......... --.... UNITED NATIONS PLANNING AGENCIES-..L..-----
U.N. Institute for Training and Research 
Office of Science and Technology 

Emergency Relief Agency 

U.N. International Development Organization 

Economic Commission for Latin America 

World Food Program 

REGIONAL GENOCIDE PROGRAMS 
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